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draft-thomson-git-using-github

draft-ietf-git-github-wg-configuration
Document philosophy

Describe how things work and why

Signpost various pitfalls

Guide toward answers

Don’t dictate choices
Challenges

Things are changing

We are learning

RFCs are a terrible way to capture anything dynamic
Document overview

Mechanics of the IETF <> GitHub interaction

Working group decision process

Discussion of features and their use

Guidance and advice on the use of features
Structural requirements

How to setup organizations and repositories

Owners, backups, contributor notices, notifications, etc...

How to integrate with other tools

Proposal: move most of this stuff to $config
Deciding to use GitHub

Sets a framework for deciding to use GitHub

Does not prescribe a single model, but provides guidance

Questions to discuss:

How specific should this be?

If more specific, how many templates should we provide?
What is it good for?

Provides a discussion of issues, PRs, CI, etc...

Captures learning on each
Advice

Consensus (needs work - most active area of evolution)

Advice for editors

Question: how useful is this stuff?
Onward! To the future!

Is the scope OK?

Is this worth publishing?

Does this working group want to do that?